Monitor IT trends and student needs
Read EDUCAUSE Review

Benchmark and assess services and capabilities
Use the CDS Assessment Tool

Collaborate and contribute thought leadership
Participate in a Working Group

Network with peers while learning about the latest technology and trends
Attend the EDUCAUSE Annual Conference

Enhance your management and leadership skills
Explore the EDUCAUSE Institute

1. IT governance process prioritizes IT investment in accordance with institutional goals

2. Collaboration for Success
   - Institutional support for collaboration among people from different departments and units to effectively support student success initiatives:
   - Not Achieved: 1%
   - Slightly Achieved: 6%
   - Partially Achieved: 20%
   - Largely Achieved: 43%
   - Fully Achieved: 31%

3. Central IT spending on information security (including identity and access management) as a percentage of total central IT spending: 4%

4. Systems most likely to be replaced in the next three years:
   - Identity management: 36%
   - Backup and disaster recovery: 33%
   - IT service desk management: 29%
   - Core advancement system: 26%

5. Classroom technologies most likely to be deployed soon:
   - Extended reality: 45%
   - Experimental displays/boards: 42%
   - Lightboards/learning glass: 36%
   - AI in the classroom: 36%

Source for data points 1 and 2: Top Ten IT Issues 2019
Source for data points 3-5: EDUCAUSE Core Data Service, 2018
Click on any resource or data point to learn more.